Do you think your supervision style is blurry or lacking focus? Are you looking to develop a novel supervision approach? If so, this session is for you! The presenters will illustrate ways supervisors can help supervisees capture and reflect on client encounters from a different perspective. A snapshot of various models of supervision will be highlighted. Presenters will zoom in on the "Photo Voice" method and share benefits of utilizing it from their dark room experience. Join and be exposed to a creative lens on supervision!

This workshop will assist counselor supervisors and supervisees develop skills to enhance the supervision relationship and process. More specifically, they will learn how to address client concerns, supervisee frustrations, successes, and unmet clinical needs during supervision. The information shared is intended to increase positive outcomes in supervision. Additionally, this workshop will assist supervisors in refining their supervision approach in order to increase their supervision effectiveness in fun and creative ways.

Questions? Email us at NWOcounseling@gmail.com

REGISTER AT: WWW.NWOHIOCOUNSELING.COM

Registration Fees:
OCA Professional Member – $30.00
OCA Student Member – $5.00
Professional Non-Member – $40.00
Non-Member Student – $10.00

SAVE THE DATE!
3 CE'S FOR SUPERVISION PROVIDER APPROVAL: #RCS032407